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Abstract 
This paper describes the simply typed 22-calculus, a language with three levels: types, terms 
and rewrites. The types and terms are those of the simply typed ).-calculus, and the rewrites 
are expressions denoting sequences of fl-reductions and g-expansions. An equational theory is 
imposed on the rewrites, based on 2-categorical justifications, and the word problem for this 
theory is solved by finding a canonical expression i  each equivalence class. 
The canonical form of rewrites allows us to prove several properties of the calculus, including 
a strong form of confluence and a classification of the long-fl~/-normal forms in terms of their 
rewrites. Finally we use these properties as the basic definitions of a theory of categorical 
rewriting, and find that the expected relationships between confluence, strong normalisation and 
normal forms hold. 
1. Introduction 
In the theoretical computer science community recently there has been much interest 
in proof theory: the study of  logics not in terms of their consequence relations, but in 
terms of  their proofs. The point of  interest is not just whether propositions are provable, 
but how they are proved, and what mathematical structure can be given to proofs. This 
raises the question of which proofs should be considered equivalent, and which are 
distinct. Traditional proof theory answers this with the notions of cut-elimination (for 
sequent calculus) and proof normalisation (for natural deduction), which identify proofs 
by certain syntactic rules. Typically, the introduction followed by immediate limination 
of  a connective is equated with a trivial proof. This kind of  syntactic rule is really 
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justified by the fact that it works: we are left with the suspicion that there might be 
another way to do it. 
Categorical logic provides an alternative, more mathematical, approach to the same 
problem, at least for intuitionistic logic. Here the propositions and proofs of a logic 
are taken to be the objects and arrows of a category respectively, and two proofs are 
equal if, and only if, the corresponding arrows are forced to be equal by the axioms of 
category theory. In other words, the logic is identified with a free category of a certain 
form, depending on the connectives of the logic. The connectives are given universal 
properties: conjunction as product, disjunction as coproduct and implication as expo- 
nential, for example. Since universal properties characterise objects up to isomorphism, 
this gives a more convincing reason for identifying proofs. Categorical proof theory 
arises from the observation that the identifications justified by the category theory are 
the same as the traditional syntactic ones. 
The aim of this work is to develop a proof theory for rewriting. Our analogy is this: 
the elements (terms, strings, etc.) of a rewrite system correspond to the propositions 
of a logic, and the rewrite relation t --** s (t rewrites in zero or more steps to s) 
corresponds to the consequence relation. The analogue of a proof we call a rewrite, 
and we write a: t ~ s when ~ is a rewrite whose effect is to transform t into s. Just as 
proofs say how propositions are proved, so the rewrite ~ says how t is rewritten to get s. 
We can think of ~ as an algorithm - perhaps as simple as a sequence of instances of 
rewrite rules - which expresses the necessary computational information. The questions 
we wish to study are: what form do such algorithms take, what mathematical structure 
do they have, and when are two of them equal? 
The reflexivity and transitivity of the relation ---~. suggest hat we push our analogy 
further, and try to develop categorical rewriting. We take the elements and rewrites of 
a rewrite system to be the objects and arrows of a category respectively. Composition 
of arrows is sequential composition of rewrites, corresponding to the transitivity of ~ . ,  
and identity arrows are "zero-step" rewrites, corresponding to reflexivity. We can then 
look for categorical justification of identifications between rewrites. In particular, we 
would hope that Seely's description of r-reduction and q-expansion as unit and counit 
of an adjunction [16] would fit this framework. 
In this paper we study one particular ewrite system, the simply typed 2-calculus, 
in some detail. We define the types and terms in the usual way, and give a language 
for rewrites generated from r-reduction and q-expansion by sequential and parallel 
composition. We then introduce equations between rewrites which are motivated by 
categorical considerations similar to those of Seely. These equations lead to a simple 
canonical form for rewrites, which solves the word problem, and allows us to prove 
several results about our system. 
Generalising from this example, we then define categorical rewriting by which we 
mean a theory of rewriting which concerns not just the relation --~. but the rewrites 
themselves. Our intention is to axiomatise those categories which behave like the theory 
of rewriting considered earlier, independently of the particular syntax of the 2-calculus. 
Of course we do not want merely to recapture the usual notions of normal forms, 
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confluence and normalisation, but rather to say when these notions interact well with 
the proof theory of the rewrites. We show that our main example has extremely good 
proof-theoretic properties, and characterise Huet's long-/~/-normal forms [11] purely 
categorically. 
1.I. Related work 
This work brings together several strands of recent research in theoretical computer 
science. The author's own introduction was via "2-categorical rewriting" [15, 16] which 
studies the relationship between rewriting and term structure. By concentrating on one 
particular system (the 2-calculus) this paper shows that this technique can lead to a 
greater understanding of important languages. 
The main content of the paper is the notion of equivalence between rewrites. Previous 
work on "strongly equivalent reductions" [14], summarised in [2, Ch. 12], introduced 
an equivalence between/3-reduction sequences with rather different motivation. In fact 
our equivalence agrees with the definition of strong equivalence on /~-reductions, and 
extends it to q-expansions as well. 
Recently there has been much interest in typed 2-calculi with q-expansion [1, 
5-7, 12, 13], which seems to have much better confluence properties than q-contraction. 
Ref. [7] provides a valuable historical survey including older references. Of course, the 
problem with q-expansion is how to avoid the infinite sequences which arise. Our 
method is most closely related to that of [13], which advocates that certain "loops" 
should be "cut". Our work can be interpreted as giving an algebraic method for deter- 
mining precisely which loops should be cut, and which represent genuine nontermina- 
tion. 
1.2. The paper 
In Section 2 we define the simply typed 22-calculus: its types, terms and rewrites. 
There are several forms of substitution, and we prove the basic syntactic properties. 
In Section 3 we introduce the equations on rewrites of the theory 2-L We give an 
axiomatisation and a categorical semantics, and use the syntax to construct he free 
model. 
In Section 4 we solve the word problem for the theory 2-2 by choosing a unique 
canonical rewrite from each equivalence class. This is the fundamental result of this 
paper; unfortunately the proof is long and intricate with a great many cases. The high 
points are a form of "cut-elimination" for rewrites, and the associativity of this "cut" 
operation. 
In Section 5 we investigate the relationship between the equational theory 2-2 and 
the properties of the ).-calculus as a rewrite system. We show that the theory 2-)~ 
agrees with the notion of "strongly equivalent reductions" on r-rewrites, and extend 
the "strong Church-Rosser" theorem to our system. Next we prove a new property 
we call "mellifluence", and we characterise the long-flr/-normal forms by a property of 
their rewrites. 
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Finally in Section 6 we take the properties we have proved of the 2A-calculus 
as the basic definitions of a categorical theory of rewriting. We show that in any 
mellifluent category, we can define notions closely related to (strong) confluence, 
(long) normal forms, weak and strong normalisation, such that weak normalisation 
implies the existence of normal forms, and confuence implies their uniqueness up to 
isomorphism. 
2. The simply tyla~! 22-calculus 
The simply typed 22-calculus is a language of three syntactic lasses, called types, 
terms and rewrites. Each term has a context which gives the types of free variables 
which might appear in the term, and a type. Each rewrite has a source term and a 
target erm, which share a common context and type. These well-formedness conditions 
are expressed by two judgements: 
• F F- t: X means that t is a well-formed term of type X in context F. 
• F F- y: t ~ u: X means that ), is a well-formed rewrite with source t and target u, 
where t and u are well-formed terms of type X in context F. 
The intended interpretation of the language is that the types and terms are those of 
the simply typed A-calculus, and the rewrites are algorithms which describe a sequence 
of fl-reductions and q-expansions which can be applied to a term. 
2.1. Syntax 
Let ~3 be a set of "basic types", with typical element B. The language is defined 
inductively as follows, where (in order to simplify several points) DeBruijn notation 
(see [4] or [2, Appendix C]) is used for variables. 
Types 
X :: =B I X~X 
Since this is a simply typed calculus, a type is built up from basic types using the 
(function space) constructor. 
A context F is just a list of types X1 .....  Xn. 
Terms 
X1 ... . .  Xn ~ j: X/ (l~<j~<n) (variable) 
X, FI--t: Y 
(lambda) 
F~ At:X ~ Y 
FF-t:X---~ Y FF -u :X  
F ~- tu: Y (apply) 
A term t is a term of the simply typed A-calculus, in DeBruijn notation. 
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Rewrites 
)(1 . . . . .  Xn}--j: j=~ j :X j  (1 <~j~<n) (id) 
X, Fk -y :  t ~ t~: Y 
F ~ 27: 2t ::¢, 2t': X ~ Y (lambda) 
F~-7 : t~t I :X - - *Y  F~- f :u~u ' :X  
F k- 76: tu =~ ttut: Y (apply) 
F l- 7: t =~ t~: X F I-- 6: t ~ :e~ t": X 
F ~- 7; 6: t =~ t": X (compose) 
F I - t :X - -~ Y 
(eta) 
F I- qt: t ~ ).(tll): X --* Y 
X,F~- t :  Y F~-u :X  
(beta) 
F ~- fit, u: (),t)u =:~ t[u]: Y 
Rewrites are built up from r-reduction and q-expansion by sequential and parallel 
composition. By a simple induction, for any term F k- t: X there is a rewrite F ~- 
t: t =~ t: X, which we call an identity rewrite. The notations t1 and t[u] are defined 
below. 
2.2. Substitution 
For definiteness, we give our notation for substitution in some detail. The reader who 
is unfamiliar with DeBruijn notation should read this carefully, noting how variable 
capture and other problems are dealt with. 
Terms 
Firstly, t n is t with all free variables greater than or equal to n incremented by one: 
jn = ( J  + 1 if j>~n, 
j otherwise, 
( tu ) n = tn u n, 
(2t) n = 2t "+1. 
The effect of this operation on terms in context shows that it is a form of weakening: I f  
X1, . . . ,Xm ~- t: Y, l  <.n<.m + 1 andX is a type, then X1 ... .  ,X ,_~,X,X ,  . . . . .  Xm ~- t": Y. 
Next, t[vl, v2 ... .  ] is t with vj substituted for j :  
j [v l ,  v2 . . . .  ] = vj 
(tu)[D1, D2 . . . .  ] = t[Vl, V2 . . . .  ]U[Vl, V2 ... .  ] 
(2t)[vl,v2 . . . .  ] 2t[1, 1 1 DI , / )2 ,  • • "] 
for brevity we write t[u] for t[u, 1,2 ... .  ]. The effect of  this on terms in context shows 
that it is a form of cut: I fX l  . . . . .  Xn ~ t: Y and F ~- uj :Xj  for j = 1 . . . . .  n, then 
F k- t[ul . . . .  ,u,]: Y. 
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Lemma 1. Some basic properties of  substitution: 
1. The identity substitution: t[1,2 .. . .  ] = t. 
2. Associativity of  term substitution: 
t[Ul,U2 . . . .  ][Vl,V2 . . . .  ]=t [U l [V l ,V2  . . . .  ],U2[Vl,V2 . . . . .  J . . . J  
3. t2 [1]=t .  
4. (t[ul,u2,...]) l =t l [1,ul ,u~ .. . .  ]. 
Proof. These results (and the weakening and cut properties above) are all straight- 
forward structural inductions. [] 
Rewrites 
The operation of incrementing variables extends to rewrites in a straightforward way: 
jn={~+l  i f j>~n,  
otherwise, 
(2y)  n = 27 n+l 
q7 = r/t. 
t~,",. = ~,°+,, u° 
Its effect on rewrites in context is as expected: I f  X1 . . . . .  Xm ~- Y: t =~ u: Y, 1 <~n<~m+ 1 
and X is a type, then X1 . . . . .  Xn- I ,X,  Xn .. . .  ,Xm F- yn: t" ~ un: Y. 
Substitution extends to rewrites as two distinct operations. Substitution of rewrites 
into terms is defined by 
j[Yl,Y2 . . . .  ]=Y j  
(tU)[yl,y2 . . . .  ] =t [y l ,72 , . . . ]U[y l ,Y2  . . . .  ] 
(2t)[7~,72, ..] 2t[1, 1 1 • = T I ,Y2 , . ' . ]  
giving a cut rule: I f  X1 . . . . .  Xn ~- t: Y and F F- yj: uj => u): Xj. fo r j  = 1 . . . . .  n, then 
F }- t[71 . . . . .  7,]: t[Ul . . . .  ,Un] ~ t[u~ .. . .  ,U'n]: Y. 
Substitution of terms into rewrites is defined by 
J[Vl, v2, . . . ]  = vj 
(y,~)[v~,v2 . . . .  ]=7[V l ,V2  . . . .  ]a[Vl,V2 . . . .  ] 
(27) [v l ,  v2 . . . .  ] ---- 2711, v], v~ . . . .  ] 
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(7;6)[1)1,1)2 . . . .  ] = 711)1,1)2 . . . .  ]; •[1)1,1)2'' "] 
th[Vl, 1)2 .... ] = th[vl,v2,...] 
flt, u[Vl, 1)2 . . . .  ] = flttl,vl,v~,...],u[v,,v2,.., ] 
giving a cut rule: I f  X1 . . . . .  X, ~- 7: t ~ t': Y and F ~- uj: Xj for j = 1 . . . .  ,n, then 
C ~- 7[Ul . . . . .  Un]: t[ul,...,Un] ~ tt[Ul,...,un]: Y. 
Note that there are three interpretations of t[u~, u2 . . . .  ] as a rewrite: the identity on 
t[ul, u2 . . . .  ], the substitution of  [Ul, u2 . . . .  ] into the identity on t and the substitution of 
identities on [Ul,U2,...] into t. A simple induction shows that these three are equal, so 
there is no ambiguity. 
Lemma 2. Basic properties of substitution of rewrites: 
1. Identity substitution: 711,2 . . . .  ] = 7. 
2. Associativity of term-term-rewrite substitution: 
t[Ul,U2 . . . .  ][71,72 . . . .  ] : t [U l [71 ,72 . . - ] ,U2171,72  . . . .  ] . . . .  ] 
3. Associativity of term-rewrite-term substitution: 
t[71,72 . . . .  ][Vl,V2 . . . .  ]=t[yl[vl,v2 . . . .  ],72[Vl,V2 . . . .  ] . . . .  ] 
4. Associativity of rewrite-term-term substitution: 
7[Ul,U2 . . . .  ][Vl,V2 . . . .  ] =:7[U1[Vl ,V2. . . ] ,U2[Vl ,V2 . . . .  ] . . . .  ] 
5. (t(71,72,..]) ! =t1[1,71,7~ . . . .  ]. 
6. 7211] =7.  
7. (7[u1,u2 . . . .  ])1 =71[1,u~,u~ . . . .  ]. 
Proof. Again, these are straightforward structural inductions. [] 
3. The theory 2-/t 
The theory 2-2 is an equational theory on the rewrites of the 22-calculus, We write 
it as a judgement: 
• F ~ 7 = 6: t =~ u: X means that 7 and 6 are equivalent in the theory 2-2, where 7 
and 6 are well-formed rewrites with source t and target u, of type X in context F. 
The intention is to axiomatise not when two rewrites have the same effect - after all, 
we are only considering equations between rewrites with common source and target -
but when two rewrites might be implemented i entically; for example, a parallel rewrite 
might be implemented on a sequential machine in either order. This is an attempt o 
say when two rewrites represent the same algorithm. 
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3.1. The axiomatisation o f  2-2 
The first axioms need no explanation, they merely formalise what might be called a 
22-theory: an equivalence which respects the syntactic structure. 
F~-7:  t~f f :X  
F I- 7 = 7: t ~ t': X (reflexivity) 
F~-~=8: t~t ' :X  _- - . . . . . . .  
F ~- 8 = 7: t ~ t~: X (symmetry) 
F t -  7 = 8: t~d:X  Ft -  8 = s: t~t~:X  
F ~- ? = s: t =~ t': X (transitivity) 
X ,F~7=7 ~: t=~ff :  Y 
F J- 27 = 27t: 2t =~ 2t~: X ~ Y (2-subst) 
F~-7=7 ~: t~t ' :X - -~Y  F~-8=8' :  u~ut :X  
F f- 78 = 7~8~: tu ~ t~u~: Y (app-subst) 
F~-7=7 ~: t~d:X  F~-8=8~:  t ~=¢- t ' :X  
(;-subst) 
F ~- 7;6 = 7~;8/: t ::~ t": X 
The particular axioms which define the theory 2-2 are as follows. Rewrites j act as 
left and right identities of composition: 
F~-?: j ~ t: X (id-1) 
F f - j ;7 = 7: J => t: X 
F J -7 :  t~ j :X  
(id-r) 
F ~- 7;j = 7: t~ j :X  
Abstraction and application distribute over composition: 
X ,F ] -  7: t ~ t~: Y X ,F  ~- 6: d ~ t': Y 
F ~ 27;26 = 2(7;6): 2t =~ 2#:  X --~ Y (2-dist) 
F~-7:  t~t~:X- -+Y F~-7~: t ~t" :X - - *Y  
F~-6:  u=~u~:X Ff-6~: u ~=:~u' :X  
F P- (78);(y'6') = (?;7')(8;8'): tu ~ t"u": Y (app-dist) 
Composition is associative: 
F [ -7 :  t~f f :X  F} -8 :  f f=~t" :X  FF-s :  t "=~f f ' :X  
F I-- 7;(8;e) : (7;8);s: t =~ t" :  X 
q and fl commute with rewrites of their subscripts: 
F ~-- 7: t~d:X- -~Y 
(q-nat) 
F J- qt;2(711) = 7;qt': t =~ 2(t'11): X --~ Y 
X ,F~7:  t~tq  Y F~8:  u=~u' :X  
(r-nat) 
F ~ (27)8;flt,,~, = flt,~;7[u];t'[8]: (2t)u ~ t'[u']: Y 
(assoc) 
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q-expansion followed by fl-reduction cancels out: 
X,F~- t :  Y 
(trianglel) 
F [- tl2t'~flt2,1 "~- 2t: ).t ::~ ~.t: X ~ Y 
F~t :X - - -~Y  F~-u :X  
F b- ~hU;flt~l, u = tu: tu ~ tu: Y (triangle2) 
Lenuna 3. Basic properties of  the theory, relating the equations to substitution: 
1. Substitution into equations: I f  X1 . . . . .  Xn P 7 = 6: t ~ t': Y and F ~- uj: Xj for 
j = 1 . . . . .  n, then 
/" ~ ]2[Ul . . . .  ,Un] ~- f [U l  . . . . .  Un]: t[Ul . . . . .  Un] ~ tt[Ul . . . . .  Un]: Y 
2. Substitution of  equals for equals: I f  X1 . . . . .  X,  ~- t: Y and F F- 7j = fj: uj ~ u~:Xj 
for j = 1 . . . . .  n, then 
F ~- t[71 . . . .  ,7n] = t[fl . . . . .  fin]: t[ul, . . . ,  Un] ~ t[u~l . . . . .  U'n]: Y 
3. Composition with identities: I f  1" ~- 7: t ~ u: X then 1" ~- t;7 = 7: t ~ u: X and 
F ~- 7;u =- 7: t~u:X .  
4. Distributivity of  substitution: I f  X1 . . . . .  Xn ~- t: Y, 1" ~- 7j: u) ~ u~.: X) and 
l"~- fj: u~ =~ u~r: Xj for j=  1,. . . ,n, then 
/~ [-- t [y l ; f l  . . . . .  7n,fn] = t[71 . . . .  ,7n];t[fl, . . . . . . . . .  fin]: t[Ul, . ,Un] ::~ t[u'(, ,un]:" Y 
5. The interchange law: I f  X1 . . . . .  Xn ~- 7: t ~ t': Y and F ~- fj: uj ~ u~: Xj for 
j = 1,. . . ,n,  then 
F ~- 7[Ul . . . .  • un];t'[fl . . . .  ,fin] = t i l l  . . . .  ,fn],'7[ul,: ..,u'n] 
" t[Ul . . . .  ,Un] ~ t'[u] . . . .  ,u'n]: Y 
Proof. Yet more structural inductions. [] 
3.2. The categorical description of  2-2 
In this paragraph we present the author's original motivation for the theory 2-2, 
which justifies the equations of Section 3.1. It is based on Seely's description of the 
2-calculus as a 2-category [16]. This motivation uses some fairly delicate notions from 
the theory of 2-categories. The reader who is unfamiliar with this material can safely 
skip the rest of this section, as neither the results nor the methods will be used in the 
rest of the paper. 
The 2-categorical objects which occur here are either strict or lax, but not pseudo. 
We will therefore stick to the "Australian" terminology, where everything is pre- 
served on the nose unless otherwise qualified, and the word strict is used only for 
emphasis. 
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The theory of 2-categories has several notions of  adjunction (see, for example, [10]), 
of  which we shall need the following: 
Definition. A 2-natural adjunction consists of  the following data: 
• two 2-categories C and D, 
• two (strict) 2-functors F, G: C ~ D, 
• two 2-natural transformations a: F =:~ G and z: G =:> F, and 
• two modifications r/: 1F --~ 7:o" and e: trz ~ 1G, 
satisfying the triangle laws: 
~r o o'r/= lo 
"C8 o r/'c = l r  
In this case we say that o- is naturally left adjoint to z. 
Definition. Let F:  C ~ D be a 2-functor. A lax right adjoint to F assigns to each 
object Y of  D the following: 
• an object G(Y)  of C and 
• two 2-natural transformations a(Y): C(-,  G(Y) )~D(F( - ) ,  Y) and 7:(Y): D(F( - ) ,  Y) 
C(-,  G(Y)) ,  
such that a(Y)  is naturally left adjoint to v(Y). 
Definition. Let C be a 2-category with finite products (in the enriched sense). We 
say C has lax exponentials if for each object X the 2-functor X × - :  C ~ C has a 
lax fight adjoint. 
Lemma 4. Let C be a 2-category with finite products, and X, X ~ o f  C. I f  X × _ and 
X ~ x _ have lax right adjoints, then so does X × X ~ × - .  
Proof. Let X × - have lax fight adjoint G x, a x,  z x etc. Then 
Gx×x'(~) = OX'(GX(r~)) 
ox×x'(r)z = ~x(r)x,×zOX'(GX(r))z 
X ~x×x'(r)z = ~x (G (Y))zrr(r)x,×z 
defines a lax right adjoint to X × X I × - .  [] 
This 2-category theory is related to the theory 2-2 by a 2-categorical version of  the 
Lambek-Lawvere correspondence. We associate a 2-category with 2-2 as follows: 
Definition. The 2-category A is defined by: 
• The objects are contexts F. 
• The arrows are lists of  terms [tl , . . . ,&]: F---~ X1 .... ,X,, where F ~-tj: Xj. 
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• The 2-cells are lists of  equivalence classes o f  rewrites 
[71 . . . . .  ?n]: [tl . . . . .  tn] ~ [Ul . . . . .  un]: F--*X1 . . . . .  Xn 
where F k- yj: tj ~ uj: Yj'~ 
• Two rewrites 7 and 6: t :=~ u: F ---+ X are equivalent iff F ~- ~ = 6: t =~ u: X.  
• Horizontal  composit ion of  [tl . . . .  , t , ] :  A ~ E and [ul . . . . .  urn]: F ~ A is 
[q[ul,...,urn] . . . .  ,tn[ul . . . .  ,urn]]: F ---* E 
• Vertical composit ion of  [71 . . . . .  7,]: [tl . . . . .  t,] ~ [ul . . . . .  u,] and [61, . . . ,6 , ] :  
[ul . . . .  , u,] ~ [vl . . . .  , v,] is 
[71;61 . . . .  ,7 , ;6 , ] :  [h . . . . .  t,] =~ [vl , . . . ,v,]  
Proposition 5. A is a 2-category with finite products and lax exponentials. 
Proof. That A is a 2-category amounts to checking various axioms, all of  which are 
either immediate or appear in Lemmas 1-3. 
Products are defined by concatenation of  contexts, projections are variables and uni- 
versal arrows are given by concatenations of  lists. 
In view of  Lemma 4, it is enough to give a lax right adjoint to X × _. This is 
defined by 
GX(rl,..., rm) = X --+ r~, . . .  ,X  ~ r,, 
6X(Y1 . . . . .  Y,n)r([tl . . . . .  tin]) ---- [t~ 1 , . . . ,  tim 11 
zX(Y1,.. . ,  Ym)r([tl . . . .  , tin]) = [2tl . . . . .  2tin] 
qX(Yl , . . . ,  Ym)r([tl . . . .  , tm]) = [qtL . . . . .  qtm] 
e X ( YI . . . . .  Ym )r ([tl . . . . .  tm] ) -~  [fl,~, 1 . . . .  , fit2,1 ]
Again, all the work has been done in the lemmas. [] 
Theorem 6. A is the universal (free) 2-category with finite products and lax expo- 
nentials on the set B of  basic types. 
Proof. Let ~ be a 2-category with finite products and lax exponentials, the lax right 
adjoint to X x _ being given by G x, a x, z x,  ~1 x and e x. For each B E • let Bc be an 
object of  ~. We construct a 2-functor ~:  A ~ cg which preserves finite products and 
lax exponentials as follows: 
~(x~ . . . . .  x . )  = ~(x~)  × . . .  x ~- (x . )  
~(X ~ Y)  = G~(x) (~(Y) )  
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~,~(B) = Bc 
~:[t l , . . . ,  t,] = (~( t l )  . . . . .  ~( t , ) )  
~( j )  = n/ 
~(2t )  = z~(x)c ,~(Y) )~(r ) (~(t ) )  where X,F  ~- t: Y 
5r(tu) = as (x ) (~(Y) )~( r ) (~( t ) )  o (o~(u), 1) where F t-- t: X ~ Y 
~( j )  = l+ 
~-(27) = z~(x) (~(Y) )~( r ) (~(7) )  where X,F  ~- V: t ~ g: Y 
~(Vfi) = a~(x) (~(Y) )~( r ) (~(? ) )  o (~(f i ) ,  1) where F ~- 7: t =~ g: X ~ Y 
~(~;~) = ~- ( r ) ;  ~-(~) 
~Olt)  = tl~(x)(3~-(Y))~(r)(~(t)) where F ~- t: X ~ Y 
~(flt, u) = e~(x)(~(Y))~(r) (o~(t) )  o (~(u) ,  1) where F ~- t: X ~ Y 
It is straightforward to check that this is well-defined. Uniqueness is immediate because 
each of  the clauses above must be true if ~ is to preserve finite products and lax 
exponentials. [] 
4. The canonical form of rewrites 
This section is the heart of the paper. By analogy with proof theory, we view the 
composition (;) of  rewrites as a cut rule, and prove a kind of ;-elimination theorem. 
This operation of ;-elimination preserves the equations of  the theory 2-2; we show that, 
conversely, it maps equated rewrites to identical ones. 
Although this process of ;-elimination does not remove all ;'s, it does map all 
rewrites to a syntactically simple kind we call canonical form. This solves the word 
problem for 2-2: two rewrites are equated in 2-2 if, and only if, they have the 
same canonical form. This result is particularly useful when proving properties of the 
theory. 
Definition (Canonical form) . In order to define the canonical form, we identify three 
special classes of rewrites. Let d be defined inductively as follows: 
• Every identity rewrite is in d .  
• If F t- ~1: tl ~ 2t: X --* Y and F F- ~2: t[u] ~ t2: Y are in d ,  then F ~- ~lu; 
flt, u;~2: t]u ~ t2: Y is in ~¢. 
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Let 8 be defined inductively by: 
• Every identity rewrite is in 8. 
• If F ~- el: tl ~ t: X ~ Y and X,F  ~- e2:1 ~ t2: X and X,F  F- e3:tit2 ~ t3: Y are 
in 8, then F ~- el;r/t;2(tle2;e3): tl ~ 2t3: X ~ Y is in 8. 
Let f# be defined inductively by: 
• I fF~-~:  t~ j :X i s in~¢ andF~-e : j~u:X  is in 8 thenF~-ct ; j ;e :  t~u:X  
is in f~. 
• I f  F P a: t =~ ~.h: X --* Y is in ~¢, F ~- e: •u 1 ~ U: X ~ Y is in 8 and 
X ,F  ~- ~: h ~ ul: Y is in f# then F ~- ~;2~,;e: t ~ u: X ~ Y is in f#. 
• I fF~-~: t~hu l :  Y is in d ,  Fbe: t2uz=:~u:  Y i s inS ,  andF~-7 : t l  =:~t2:X---~ Y
and F ~- 6: ul ~ u2: X are in (~, then F ~ ~;76;e: t =~ u: Y is in (~. 
A rewrite is in canonical fo rm when it is in f~. 
The notation Yl;TE;Y3 is shorthand for (71;Y2);73. (Of course, the choice of left rather 
than right bracketing is arbitrary, as long as we are consistent.) 
This canonical form is not meant to have anything to do with efficiency of imple- 
mentation, nor should it be understood as an evaluation strategy; it is simply a formal 
device for studying the theory 2-2. Nonetheless, we can make some attempt o describe 
it informally. 
• A rewrite in ~ is a sequence of fl-reductions at the top level. However, the first 
term of a fl-redex must be a 2-abstraction: a sequence of top-level fl-reductions to 
this term will achieve this. 
• A rewrite in 8 is a sequence of ~/-expansions at the top level. However, q-expansions 
create new subterms, which can themselves be expanded. 
• A rewrite in f~ takes the form: first all the top-level fl-reductions, last all the top-level 
q-expansions, and in between all the rewrites of the subterms. 
Lemma 7. The following results are no more than observations; they are recorded 
here so that we can use them without further comment. 
1. Every rewrite in ~ is o f  the form ~;fi;e, where ct E ~¢, e C 8 and 6 is either j ,  271 
or ~1~2. 
2. I f  F ~- ~: t ~ tt: X in ~rJ is not an identity rewrite, then t = ht2 for  some h,t2. 
3. I f  F ~- e: t ~ tq X in 8 is not an identity rewrite, then t ~ = 2tl fo r  some h. 
4. I f  F b 7:1 ~ t: X is in f~ then ~ = 1;1;e for  some F ~ ~: 1 ~ t: X in 8. 
In general, identity rewrites are not members of (~. The following definition describes 
those canonical rewrites which play the role of identities. 
Definition. For each term t we define J ( t )  inductively as follows: 
J ( j )  = j ; j ; j  
J ( ,~t) = ).t;).,.C(t);)~t 
~(tu)  = tu; J(t)~C(u); tu 
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This definition is justified by the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. If F F t: X then 
1. F F de(t): t ~ t: X is in f# and 
2. F ~- de(t) = t: t ~ t: X .  
Proof. Structural induction. [] 
Substitution of rewrites in f# takes a different form from either of the substitutions 
of rewrites defined so far. 
Definition. If F k- ` 5/: uj ~ u~: X j  for j = 1.., n, then: 
(~; j ;  8)[`51 . . . . .  'sn] = ~[u  I . . . . .  Un]; ;'sj; ;8Jut  I . . . .  , Utn] 
(~;)~7;g)[ '51, - .  'sn] ~[Ul,.. Un];2(y[1,'5 I, 1 . , , . ,  = . . . . . .  `5 . ] ) ,4u l  . . . . .  u.] 
(g ;Y l  ~)2;g)['51 . . . . .  'sn] = 0~[/,/1 . . . . .  t/n]; Yl ['51 . . . . .  '5n]~2['5 [ . . . . .  `sn];g[/d/l . . . . .  /./In] 
The relationship of this form with the other two is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 9. Let  X I , . . , ,Xn  b- ~: t ~ t': X and F F 'sj: uj ~ uj.: Xj fo r  j = 1 . . .n  be 
rewrites in ~. Then 
1. F ~- 7['51 . . . . .  'sn]: t[ul . . . . .  u,] ~ t'[U'l,..., u',]: X is in (q 
2. F ~- ~['5! . . . . .  'sn] -- 7[ul . . . . .  u,];t'['5! . . . .  ,'5,]: t[ul . . . . .  u,] :=)> tt[u~ . . . . .  ldtn]: X 
3. F F 7[,51 . . . .  ,,5,] t['51, " ' ' " = .. .,,5,],~,[u 1 . . . . .  u,]. t [u l , . . . ,u , ]  ~ t'ru ' t  1,.. .,u~]: Y 
Proof. Structural induction. [] 
The heart of the proof of the canonical form theorem is the definition of sequential 
composition of rewrites as a binary operation on f#. The composition of rewrites in 
and d is straightforward; we use the symbol "; ;" defined as follows, with the 
convention that c~ c d ,  8 E 6 and c~; 6; e E fq. 
t ; ;~- - -~  where t is an identity 
(~lu; fit,,,; c~2); ; ~ = ~lu;/~t,.; (~2; ; ~) 
s; ; t = e where t is an identity 
e; ; (el; qt; 2(t 182;s3)) = (8; ; 81 ); r/t; 2(t 182; 83) 
~; ; (g ;  ` 5; 8) = (~; ; g ) ;  ` 5; 
(~; `5; 8'); ; 8 = ~; ,5; (d; ; 8) 
Note that ;; is associative (in every possible way) and that identities in d and ~ are 
identities of ; ;. 
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Definition. If 71 and 3)2 are rewrites in f~, their composition 3)1 ~ 3)2 is defined by 
syntactic cases: 
e; j ; j~ j ; j ;~  = e; j ;8 
e; 23)1; 2t ~ 2t;/~3)2; g ~--- e; )]'(3)1 ~ Y2); 8 
e, 3)113)12, tu ~ m, 3)213)22, 8 = e, (3)11 ~ 3)21 )(3)12 ~ 3)22); g 
3)1; ~]t~ ; 2(t1811,812 ) ~ 2t2; 2]:2; 82 
7! ~( Y3; r/t~ ; 2(t~ 831; 832); ; 82 
if t~l; J ( t~)(1;  1; 811); 812 ] 3)2 = t~ 1;3)~(1; 1;831);832 
71 ~e3; )]`73; 82 
if t~l; J ( t~)(1;  1;8H);~121-72 = e~1;flt3,1;73 
el;  3)113)12; t21t22 ~ 812t22; flt2s,t2:; 3)2 
81; ; 83t12, flt3,tl2; 3)313)12] ~3)2 
if 3)11 ~ 821; 2J(t23); 2t23 = ~3; )]` 3)3; 2t23 
el;  3)3(712; 831 [t22]); 832 [t22] "~ 3)2 
if 3)11 ~ e21; ~.J(t23), 2t23 ----- 3)3; r/t3,2(t~831,832) 
This definition is not easy to motivate intuitively, although we will show formally 
that it is correct. The following lemma shows that t is the operation which finds 
the canonical form of the sequential composition 3)1;3)2 of two canonical rewrites 
3)1 and 3)2. By analogy with proof theory, this should be thought of as the "elimi- 
nation" of the ; (which is analogous to a cut). 
Lemma 10. I f  F ~- 3)1: tl ~ t2: X and F k- 3:2:t2 ~ t3: X are in ~, then 
1. 3)1 "~3)2 is well-defined and F ~- 3)1 t3)2: tl ~ t3: X is in ~, and 
2. /~ ~- 3)1~3)2 =3)1;3)2 : tl :=~ t3: X. 
Proof. (1) That the clauses defining t are exhaustive follows from Lemma 7. The well- 
foundedness of the recursion is slightly more complicated than the simple structural 
inductions considered so far; we define a measure [3)1~ on (~ and le[d on d as follows: 
le ; j ;s [~ = lel~ + 1 
[e; 23); 8t~ = Lel~ + [3)1~ + 1 
Itld = o 
lelu;flt, u;e2l~ = 1811~ + [J(t) l~ + 1821~¢ + 1 
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and use the inductive hypothesis on n that: 
" 71 [72 is well-defined for all composable 71,72 E c~ such that [721~ < n, and 
• if [721~ < n then I t l ; J ( t ) (1 ;  1;e1);s2).[721~ < n for all el,e2 E 8 which make the 
composition defined. 
The proof is then straightforward. 
(2) This is a fairly straightforward induction, which amounts to justifying the clauses 
in the definition of .[ using the rules (id-l-triangle2) of Section 3.1. [] 
Lemma 11. Basic facts relating the various operations on (#. 
1. The compositions ; ; and .[ agree: l f  F k- ~: tl ~ t2: X is in d ,  and F F 71:t2 =~ 
t3: X and F F 72:t3 => t4: X are in ~, then 
~; ;(71 fTz) = (~; ;71) f72 
2. Similarly: I f  £ ~ 71: tl =* t2: X and F ~- 72:t2 =# t3: X are in fg, and 
£ ~- e: t3 =:~ t4: X is in g, then 
(71 f72) ;  ;/3 = 71 .[(72; ;/3) 
3. Rewrites J ( t )  are identities for  .[ : I f  £ F 7: t ~ u: X is in f9 then 
J ( t ) . [y  = y = yf  J (u )  
4. The interchange law for  .[ : l f  X1 . . . . .  X,  F 7: t ~ tQ X and X1 . . . . .  Xn t- 7r: t' 
t": x and r F 6j: uj ~ u~: x j  and F ~- ~.: uj. ~ uj~: Xj are in ~ for  j = 1. . .n,  then 
(7 f 7')[61 .[ 6tl . . . . .  6n .[ 6In] ~ 7161 . . . . .  6n] t 7'[6~, " ' '  , 6'n] 
Proof. Straightforward inductions, using the complexity measure [7I~ of Lemma I0. 
[] 
The final result we need before proving the canonical form theorem is the associa- 
tivity of t: 
Proposit ion 12. l f  F F 71: tl ~ t2: X and F ~- 72:t2 ~ t3: X and F F- 73:t3 ~ t4: X 
are in (#, then (71 t72)t73 = 71 t(72.[73)" 
The proof of this proposition is long and technical, with a large number of  cases. It 
has been moved to an appendix. 
Using t, we now formally define the canonical form of  a general rewrite. 
Definition. I f  F ~- 7: t ~ u: X is any rewrite, we define F t- cg(7): t =v u: X in f¢ as 
follows: 
c~(j) = j ; j ; j  
c~(27) = 2t; 2cg(7); 2u where X, F ~- 7: t ~ u: Y 
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c~(7172 ) = txt2;c~(yl)cg(72);ulu2 where F ~- 7j : tj ~ uj: Xj 
(6~(71 ; 72 ) = c~(71 ) ~ ~(72)  
c~(rh) = J ( t ) ;  ; t; r/t; 2(t I 1; t 11) 
~(fit, u) = ().t)u; fit, u; t[u]; ; J ( t [u] )  
This definition is justified by the following proposition. 
Proposition 13. I f  F ~- 7: t =~ u: X then 
1. F F- ~(7): t =~ u: X is in ~# and 
2. FF -~(7)=7:  t~u:X .  
Proof. Straightforward induction. The work has already been clone in Lemmas 8-10. 
[] 
Finally, we show that cg preserves the equalities of the theory 2-2. 
Proposition 14. I f  F ~- 7 = 6: t ~ u: X then ~(7) = ~(6). 
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation of F ~- 7 = 6: t ~ u: X. The hard 
cases have already been done in Lemmas 11-12. [] 
Theorem 15 (The canonical form theorem). The set f# contains exactly one member 
of  each equivalence class of  the rewrites quotiented by the theory 2-2. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the last two results. [] 
Corollary 16. The theory 2-2 is consistent, in the sense that it does not identify 
everything possible. 
Proof. By the theorem, it suffices to give two distinct elements of ff with the same 
source and target. We give two different examples: 
• If X, F ~- t: Y then 
F F- 2(2t 21 ); ~,c~(fit2 ' 1 ); 2t; ~]2t; 2(2t 21; 2t 21 ): 2(JLt 21 ) # ),(~,t 21 ): X -~ Y 
is in ~, but it is not equal to J(2(2t21)).  
• Let I = 21. Then 
x F I(I1); J( I)~(fi~,l); I I :  I f f l )  # I1: x 
and 
X ~- ~(fil,l i): I ( I1)  ~ I1: X 
are both in f~, but they are not equal. [] 
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5. The 2A-calculus as a rewrite system 
In this section we use the canonical form of rewrites to investigate the 22-calculus 
as a rewrite system. First we investigate the relationship between equality of rewrites 
in 2-2 and "strongly equivalent" reductions of the A-calculus. Next we generalise the 
"strong Church-Rosser" theorem to our setting, and prove a related property we call 
"mellifluence". Finally we characterise the long-flq-normal forms in terms of the prop- 
erties of the rewrites starting from them. These results provide evidence for the claim 
that the 22-calculus is not just a formalism for talking about rewrites, but also has 
something to say about the process of reduction. 
From this point on, we consider ewrites up to equivalence. The formalism of the 
first part of the paper has done its job, and we no longer need the notion of syntactic 
equality. We can assume that any rewrite is in f~ even though we will use the rules 
of 2-2 to reason about them, and write flt, u instead of 2tu; fit, u; t[u]; ; J ( t [u])  and 7; 6 
instead of 7 t 6. The more pedantic reader can insert cg at every appropriate point. 
5.1. Strongly equivalent reductions 
The theory 2-2 is closely related to L6vy's notion of strongly equivalent reductions, 
defined as follows (see [14] or [2, Ch. 12]). 
Two sequences of/~-reductions a and p in the A-calculus from the same term 
are strongly equivalent if the residuals alp and p/a are both empty. 
This definition does not extend to an equivalence relation in the presence of 
q-expansion, since 
qt/qt = ,~(q,, 1) 
so the relation is not reflexive. However, for t-reductions, the two theories agree, as 
we now demonstrate. 
Proposition 17. The t-reductions of the simply typed 2-calculus, quotiented by stron9 
equivalence, are in bijective correspondence with those rewrites in f~ which contain 
no q's. 
Proof, In [2, Ch. 12] it is shown that every finite t-reduction is strongly equivalent 
to a unique standard reduction. Therefore we need only show a bijection between 
standard reductions and canonical forms. 
A standard reduction is one in "leftmost-outermost" order. We define a map 5 '~ 
from canonical forms with no q's to standard reductions (using the notation of [2]) as 
follows: 
5P(g;j; j) = 5P(~) 
5e(~; 27; 20 = 5~(~) + 2~(~,) 
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~'@~(~; 7172; ttut) = ~'(~) + (~(71)U) q-- (ITS(72)) 
~(t )  = 0 
~'c'~(~lU; fit,u; ~2) = (~((XI)U) q- fit, u ~- ~'a(0~2) 
This is clearly a bijection: it just sequentialises the reductions in a standard way. [] 
The theory 2-2 can therefore be seen as a way of  extending the notion of strong 
equivalence to the 2-calculus with q-expansion. The triangle laws (triangle1) and 
(triangle2) mean that it is not just a simple-minded adaptation of L6vy's definition, 
but has rather more structure. 
5.2. Stron9 confluence 
The most important concept of rewriting theory is that of confluence/the Church- 
Rosser theorem/the diamond property: that if 71: t :=~ u~ and 72: t ~ u2 are two 
rewrites with a common source then there exist 61: Ul ::> v and 62:u2 ~ v with com- 
mon target. This is proved for the ).-calculus with q-expansion i  [13]. The definition of 
strongly equivalent reductions in the 2-calculus gives rise to the stron9 Church-Rosser 
theorem/commutin O diamond property: that 61 and 62 can be chosen so that 7~; 61 and 
72; 62 are strongly equivalent (see [2, Ch. 12]). In this section we extend this result to 
the 22-calculus. 
The first lemma we prove says that i f  two rewrites in ~¢ have a common source, 
one is a prefix of  the other: 
Lemma 18. I f  cq: t ~ ul and 0~2: t ~ u2 are in ~¢ then either there exists 0~3: u 1 =:~ 
u2 in d such that ~- cq;c¢3 = ct2 or vice versa. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of el and 52. 
Case 1: cq = t. Then ul = t, take ~3 = ~2. 
Case 2:ct2 = t. Then u2 = t, take e3 = el. 
Case 3: ej = ctjlt2;fivs,t2;ctj2 where t = ht2, c91: tl =:> 2vj. Apply the inductive 
hypothesis to ell,e21 to get (without loss of generality) e31: ;tvl ~ 2v2. But any 
rewrite in d with source a 2-term is identity, so Vl = v2 and Ctll = e21. The result 
then follows by applying the inductive hypothesis to el2: vl[h] =~ ul and e22: v2[t2] 
=~ u2. [] 
Next we turn our attention to rewrites in ~: they commute with any other rewrite: 
Lemma 19. I f  e: t ~ u 1 & in ~ and 7: t ~ u2 then there exist 7': ul ~ v and 
e' : u2 ~ v in ~ such that ~- ~; 7' = Y; e'. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of e. 
Case 1: e -- t. Then Ul ~ t, take 7' = 7 and e t = u2. 
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Case 2:/3 =/31; t/w;A(wl/32,/33), where/31: t =~ w, e2:1 =~x and e3: wlx  ~ y. Apply 
the inductive hypothesis to /31 and 7 to get /3~ and ~1, then apply it to /33 and 71x to 
get 72 and/3~. We then have 
/3; 272 =/31 ; t/w; A(W1/32;/33 ); 272 
=/31; t/w; A(wl/32; /33; 72) 
=/31; t/w; A( W1/32; 7IX; g; ) 
=/31; 71; t/w, ;A(w a/32;/3~) 
= 7;/3tl; t/w'; A(wtl/32;/3~) 
so take 7 / = 272 and/3 ~ =/3 it., t/w,,' A(wa/32;/3~). [] 
A final lemma to say how rewrites in o ~ interact with fi-reductions: 
Lemma 20. I f  /3: At ~ u and/3r: us ~ v are in 8 then there exist  w, 7: v ~ w and 
7/: t[s] ~ w such that F- ¢s;/3'; Y = fit, s; 7 ~. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of e. 
Case 1: e = At. Then u = At; apply Lemma 19 to e' and fit, s. 
Case 2: e = el;t/x;A(xle2;e3), where el: At ~ x, cA: 1 ~ r and e3: x l r  ~ y. 
Apply Lemma 19 to e' and fiy,~ to get 7l: v =~ wl and e' :  y[s] ~ wl,  then apply the 
inductive hypothesis to el and /33[s];e" to get 72: Wl :=~ w and 73: t[r[s]] ~ w. We 
then have 
/3S;/3t; 71; 72 =/31 S; t/xS; A(X 1/32;/33 )5'; fly, s,/3//, 72 
=/31S;X/32[S];/33 IS],/3/t; Y2 
= At/32 [s];/31r[s]; ~3 Is];/3"; 72 
= At/32[s]; fit,~c~j; 73 
= fit, s; t[/32[S]]; 73 
SO take Y = 71;72 and 7 / = t[/32[s]];~f3. [] 
We are now in a position to prove confluence. For this (and another) proof, some 
more sophisticated well-foundedness i  needed: the usual proof of confluence of  the A- 
calculus depends upon "finiteness of developments" [2, Ch. 11]. Rather than set up all 
that machinery here, we use the fact that the simply typed A-calculus (with t/-reduction) 
is strongly normalising. We write [[t[[ for the length of  the longest fig-reduction path 
starting from t. 
Proposition 21. l f  71: t ~ ul and ~2: t ~ u2 then there exist  7~: ul ~ v and 
• ! 
7~2: u2 ~ v such that ~- 7l;7~ = 72,7~. 
Proof. By induction on IItll, the complexity of  their common source term. 
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Let (c t j; 6j; e j)  = 7j for j = 1,2. Then 0C 1 and 0£ 2 have the same domain; by Lemma 18 
there exists ~3 such that (without loss of generality) ~2 = (X1 ; ~X3. 
Case 1:61 = j .  Apply Lemma 19 to el and (~13;62;e2). 
Case 2:61 = 2711, c~3 = 2tl and 62 = 2721. Apply the inductive hypothesis to 71l 
and 721 to get 712 and 722; two applications of Lemma 19 then give the answer. 
Case 3:61 = 711712 and ct3 = tlt2. Similar to case 2. 
Case 4:61 = 711])12 and ~3 = ~31t2;f113,t2;o132. Apply the inductive hypothesis to 
])11: tl =~ vl and c131: tl =~ ~.t3 to get 73: vi ~ wl and 74:2t3 =:~ Wl, and Lemma 19 
to el and 73v2 to get 75 and e3. The domain of ])4 is a lambda term, so it is of  the 
form (,~,t3;,~741;g4). Apply Lemma 20 to e4 and e3 to get 76 and 77. 
Now consider the terms 7411712];77 and ~32; 62; e2. They have common source t3[t2], 
which is strictly simpler than the source of ~3, so we can apply the inductive hypothesis 
to get 78 and 79. We then have 
])2 ; ])9 ~- ~1 ; ~3112 ; flta,t2 ; ~32 ; 62 ;/~2 ; 79 
-~ 0~1; ~31t2; 2])41])12; fl/4,1~2 ; 77; 78 
= Cq; ~31t2; 2741])12; e4V2; e3; 76; 78 
= ~1; 711712; el;  75; ])6;78 
= 71; ])5; 76; ])8 
so take 7] = 75;76;78 and y~ = 79. [] 
5.3. Mellifluence 
The 22-calculus has another property, related to strong confluence, which has not 
been investigated in the A-calculus. In Section 6 we use this property to relate con- 
fluence, strong normalisation and normal forms. In this section we show that every 
rewrite is mellifluent, where: 
Definition. A rewrite y: t ~ u is mellifluent if whenever 31,62:  U :=~ 1) satisfy 7;61 ----- 
7;62, there exists 7': v ~ w such that 61;7' = 62;7'. 
Lenuna 22. (1) Any rewrite in ~ is mellifluent. 
(2) I f  71 and 72 are mellifluent, then 71;72 is mellifluent. 
(3) I f71;72 is mellifluent, then 72 is mellifluent. 
Proof. Straightforward. [] 
Lemma 23. I f  ]): t ~ u is mellifluent, then 27: ,tt ~ 2u is mellifluent. 
Proof. Let 71,])2: 2/./ ::# v satisfy 2]);7x = 2?;72. Then 7j = (~.u;27jl;ej) so 2]);7j = 
(2t;)~(7;])jl);Sj) which is in canonical form, so el = e2 and 7;71l = 7;721. But 7 is 
mellifluent, so there exists 73 satisfying 711;73 = 721; 73. Now by Lemma 19 there exist 
74 and e4 satisfying 273;e4 = ej;74, and 71;74 = 72;74 so 27 is mellifluent. [] 
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The next lemma describes a property of  rewrites in g: 
Lemma 24. If~3: 2t ~ u in 8 then u = 2u' and there exist 71: t ~ v and 72: u' ~ v 
such that/3; 272 = 271. 
e; 276 = 
so take 71 ----- 
ProoL By induction on the structure of/3. 
Case 1: e = 2t. Then u t = t; take 71 ~--- 72 = t. 
Case 2: e = /31;qu,;2(u~e2;/33). Apply the inductive hypothesis to /31 to get ul = 
2u2, 73: t =~ vl and 74:u2 ~ Vl. We now have u~/32;/33: ull  ~ u' and fl,~,1;74: ull  
Vl; apply confuence to get 75 and 76. We then have 
el, qul ; '~(U]/32;/33); 276 
/31; qUl ; 2(flu~,l ; 74); 275 
/31; 274; 275 
2(73 ; 75 ) 
73; 75 and 72 = 76. [] 
From this it follows that q-expansion is mellifluent: 
Lemma 25. The rewrite qt: t ~ 2(t ! 1) is mellifluent. 
Proofi Let 71,72: 2(t l l )  =~ v satisfy qt;71 = ~t;72" Then 
7j = (2( tl 1 ); 27jl;/3j) 
where ej: 2uj ~ v. By Lemma 24, there exist 7j2, 7j3 such that/3j; 27j3 = 27j2; apply 
confluence to 713 and 723 to get 714 and 724. We will take 73 = 2(713;714) = 2(723 ; 724 ), 
and prove that 71; 73 = 72; 73. 
I f  Zi5 = 7jl; 7j2; 7j4, then qt; 2715 = rh; 2725 and 7j; 73 = 27j5.  Let 7j5 ~--- (0~j; Oj;/3jl), 
and proceed by cases of  aj: 
Case 1: al = ~2 = tl l .  Then 6j = 7~6(1 ;  1 ;e j2 ) ,  and 
Ylt, 27j5 = 7j6; qw; 2(wlej2;/3jl ) 
which is in canonical form. Therefore, 716 • 726, /312 =/322 and/311 =/321, so 7~5 = 725. 
Case 2: ~j = a)l 1; flw,~; ~j2. Then qt; 27j5 = (~jl; 2(~j2; fij; ejl ); 2z) which is in canon- 
ical form; matching up as before gives 715 = 725. 
Case 3: One of each. This case is impossible, since the two canonical forms cannot 
match. [] 
Finally: 
Proposition 26. All the rewrites o f  the 22-calculus are mellifluent. 
Proof. By induction on Ilull, where 7: t =:~ u. 
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Let 7 = (c~; 6; ~). By Lemma 22, it is sufficient o prove that 6: t r =:~ u t and e: u ~ :=~ u 
are mellifluent; note that Ilu'll ~ Ilull. First consider e: 
Case 1: e = t. This is identity, therefore mellifluent. 
Case 2: e = el;qv;2(vle2;83). Then V182;83 : vll ~ u2 where 2U 2 = U SO IIU21[ < 
I}Ull SO by the inductive hypothesis, vie2;83: vll ~ u2 is mellifluent, and by Lemma 
23, 2(v182;83) is mellifluent. Also, ~1: u'=~ v, and [Ivll < ll2(vll)ll--<llul[ so by the 
inductive hypothesis, el is mellifluent. Finally, qv is mellifluent by Lemma 25, so 8 is 
mellifluent. 
Next we consider 6: t' ~ u': 
Case 1:6  = j. This is identity, therefore mellifluent. 
Case 2:6  = 271. This is mellifluent by the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 23. 
Case 3:6  = 7172. Then t I = tit2 and u I = ulu 2. Let 73, 74: ul =~ V satisfy 6;73 ----- 6 ;74  
and proceed by cases of  73 and 74: 
Case 3.1: 7j = (UlU2;TjlTj2;sj) for j = 3,4. Then 
6; 7j = (t'; (71; 7jl )(72; 7j2); 8j) 
which is in canonical form, so 83 = e4 and 7k;73k = 7k;T4k for k = 1,2. By the 
inductive hypothesis, there exist 75k satisfying 73k;YSk = 74k; 75k, and by confluence 
there exist 76,86 satisfying 751752;86 = 8j;76. Then 73;76 = 74;76, so 6 is mellifluent. 
Case 3.2: 7j = (c~ju2;[lvj,,~;Tjl) for j = 3,4. Then e3 = c~4 and v3 = v4 by 
Lemma 18, so 6;7j = ((~; O~jU2; [~Vj,U2); Tjl. But 6; ctju2; fl,j,,~: tl ~ vj[u2] and Ilvj[u=]l I < 
112vju211 ~<llu'll, so by the inductive hypothesis it is mellifluent, and there exists 75 
satisfying 731;75 = 741;75. Then 73;75 ----74;75, so 6 is mellifluent. 
Case 3.3:73 = (ut ,731732;83)  and 74 = (~4U2,flv4,u2;741), or vice versa. This case 
cannot arise since 6; 74 and 6; 73 then have different canonical forms. [] 
5.4. Long normal forms 
The 22-calculus (thought of naively as a rewrite system) has unrestricted ~/-expansion, 
which is clearly nonterminating. Nonetheless, it does have certain terms, the "long-/~r/- 
normal forms", which play the role of normal forms in several treatments [1, 5-7, 11- 
13]. These long normal forms avoid infinite expansion paths by stopping q-expansion 
when the structure of the term matches its type. 
In this section we investigate these long-/~r/-normal forms, and show that any rewrite 
whose source is of  this form has a very special property. Not only is such a rewrite 
reversible (in the sense that there is a rewrite back the other way) but the composition 
of the rewrite with its reversal is equal to the identity in the theory 2-2. Furthermore, 
we show that this property precisely characterises the long-/~r/-normal forms. 
First we define the necessary concepts. 
Definition. 
• A rewrite 7: t =:> u is split monic if there exists 6: u ~ t such that 7; 6 = t. 
• A term t is essentially normal if every rewrite 7: t ~ u is split monic. 
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• Recall that long-fl~l-normal forms and reduced forms are defined inductively by: 
- t: X --* Y is in long-flr/-normal form iff t = 2t ~ where t~: Y is in long-flr/-normal 
form. 
- t: B is in long-flr/-normal form iff t is in reduced form. 
- j  is in reduced form. 
- fi t2 is in reduced form iff tl is in reduced form and t2 is in long-flr/-normal form. 
- 2t is not in reduced form. 
We will prove that the rewrites from long-flr/-normal forms are split monic. This 
involves studying the rewrites from reduced forms, which satisfy the following. 
Definition. Let ~ be the smallest set of  rewrites such that: 
• All identity rewrites are in ~.  
• I fTE~then 7 ; /3E~,  for all~ in ~. 
• If  71;72 E ~ then 71 E ~.  
Note that we have defined ~ for each type independently. In particular, for base 
types B, the second clause does not apply, and 7 E ~ iff 7 is split monic. 
The following lemma describes a closure property of  ~ which relates rewrites of 
different ype: 
Lennna 27. l f  71: tl ~ ul: X --~ Y E ~ and t2: X is essentially normal, then for  any 
72:t2 =~ uz, the application 7172 is in ~. 
Proof. We prove that this property is preserved by the three clauses defining ~.  
• If  71 is identity then 7172 is split monic, so a member of ~.  
• I f  71 has this property then we prove that 71;e does by structural induction on e. 
Case 1: /3 = ul. Then 71; ~ = 71. 
Case 2:/3 --/31 ; r/u; 2(ule2;/33). Then 
(71 ; /3)72; flv, u2 = (tl; (~1 ;/31 )(T2; ~2 [V] ); ~3 [V] ) 
which, by inductive hypothesis, is a member of  ~.  Therefore 71;/3 E ~ as required. 
• I f  71;73 E ~ has this property, then (713'2);(73u2) = (71;73)72 is a member of  ~ ,  
so 7172 E ~' as required. [] 
We are now ready to prove half our theorem: 
Propos i t ion  28 .  
• I f  7: t =~ u and t is in long-fig-normal form, then 7 is split monic. 
• I f  7: t ~ u and t is in reduced form, then 7 E ~. 
Proof. By structural induction on t. We proceed by cases: 
Case 1: t ---, Y is in long-flr/-normal form. Then t = 2tl where tl is in long-fir/- 
normal form, and 7 = (t;27l;e). By Lemma 24, there exist 77_: Ul =~ v and 73:u2 ~ v 
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s.t. g;273 = 2]) 2. Then 3)1;3)2: tl ~ v and, by inductive hypothesis, has a left inverse 
3)4. Now 2(3)3;])4) is a left inverse for 3). 
Case 2: t: B is in long-flr/-normal form. Then t is in reduced form, and by 
the second inductive hypothesis, 7 E ~.  As rerparked- above, this-means 3) is split 
monic. 
Case 3: t = j is in reduced form. Then 3) = ( j ; j ;  e) which is certainly in ~.  
Case 4: t = tit2 is in reduced form. Then 3) = (t; 3)172; e) by a simple induction. By 
inductive hypothesis Yx E ~,  and t2 is essentially normal, so ])13)2 E ~ by Lemma 27. 
Therefore 3) E ~ as required. [] 
The next lemma tells us more about the rewrites in ~:  
Lemma 29. Every 3) E ~ is of the form ( t ; f ;e )  where 6 satisfies one of the follow&g: 
o6=j ,  
• 6 = 23)1 and ])1 E ~i~ 
• 6 ---- 3)13)2 where 71 is in ~ and ])2 is split monie, 
Proof. We prove that this property is preserved by the three clauses defining ~.  It is 
clear that all identities are of this form, and that it is preserved by composition with 
rewrites in 8. It remains to prove that if Yl; 3)2 E ~ is of one of the three forms above, 
then so is 3)1. The proof is by induction on 1])21~. 
Let 3)j = (0~j; ~j; ej); it is clear from the definition of t that ~1 = t. We proceed by 
cases of  ea and ~2: 
Case 1: el = 0¢2 = u. There are three subcases, depending on the form of 6 /  
Case 1.1: ~j = i. Then ])1 is of the required form. 
Case 1.2: ~j = 23)jl. Then 3)1;3)2 = (t;2(])ll;3)21);e2) and 3)11;])21 E ~,  so 3)11 ~ ,-~ 
and 3)1 is of the required form. 
Case 1.3: ~j = 3)jl])j2. Then 3)1;])2 = (t; (3)11; ])21)(3)x2; 3)22); e2) and 3)1t;3)21 E ~,  3)12; 
])22 is split monic. Then 3)11 E ~ and 3)12 is split monic, so 3)1 is of the required form. 
Case 2:~2 = u, el ~ u. Then 3)l;3)2 = (t;61;v);(ea;])2) and by inductive hypothesis, 
(t; 61; v) is of the required form. Therefore 3)1 is also. 
Case 3: el = u, ~2 = o~21t2;fltbt2;o~22. Then 61 = 3)11])12, and we proceed by cases of 
])11 ~ ~21: 
Case 3.1:3)11;ct21 -- (ct3;23)a;2tl). Then yl;Y2 --- (~aV;flw,v;...), contradicting the 
hypothesis that it is of the given form. 
Case 3.2: Vll; ~21 = (3)3; ~w; 2(WIg31; g32)), Then 
71; 72 = t; Y3(712;/331 [u]); (0~22; 62; g2) 
By inductive hypothesis, 73 E /~ and 712;/~31[U] is split monic, so Via E ~ and V12 is 
split monic, as required. [] 
We can now prove the other half of  the theorem: 
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Proposition 30. Let  t be a term. Then 
• I f  every 7: t ~ u is split monic, then t is in long-[3q-normalform. 
• I f  every y: t~u is in ~,  andt  is not o f  the form 2tl, then t is in reduced form. 
Proof. By structural induction on t. We proceed by cases: 
Case 1: t: X --~ Y and every 7: t ~ u is split monic. Then in particular, qt: t 
2(t l i  ) is split monic, and its inverse y has the form (2(t 1 l); 27~; e). Then t = 2tl. Let 
~1: tt =~ ul. Then 2~1: t ~ 2ul is split monic, with inverse (2ut;272;e2), say. Then 
27l; (2ul; 272; e2) = (2tl ; 2(~q; 7z); e2) and 71 is split monic. By inductive hypothesis, 
therefore, tl is in long-flr/-normal form, and so is t. 
Case 2: t: B and every 7: t ~ u is split monic. Then every such ~, is in ~,  and since 
t cannot be a lambda term, t is in reduced form by the second inductive hypothesis. 
Therefore t is in long-flr/-normal form. 
Case 3: t = j.  Then t is in reduced form. 
Case 4: t = tit 2 and every 7: t ::~ u is in ~.  I f  tl = ,~tll, then flt,,t: : t ~ t11[t2], 
contradicting Lemma 29. 
Let 71: tl =¢" ul. Then ~1t2: t ~ u~t2 is in P ,  and by Lemma 29 ~1 is in ~.  By 
inductive hypothesis, therefore, tl is in reduced form. 
Let ~2:t2 ~ u2. Then t172: t ~ tlU2 is in ~,  and by Lemma 29 72 is split monic. 
By the first inductive hypothesis, therefore, t2 is in long-flr/-normal form, so t is in 
reduced form. [] 
Putting this together with Proposition 28, we have proved 
Corollary 31. A term is in long-fl~l-normal form iff it is essentially normal. 
We need one more property of split monic arrows, related to mellifluence: 
Lemma 32. l f7 :  t ~ u and (1, (2: u ~ v satisfy 7;(1 = 7;(2 where (l, (2 are split 
monic, then (1 = (2. 
Proof. It is convenient o define a set .~ of rewrites whose canonical forms are built 
up entirely from rewrites in g: 
• I fe : j :=>t  is in g then j ; j ;eE2 .  
• If e: 2t ~ u is in g and (: s =~ t is in 2,  then 2s; 2(; e is in -~. 
• if e: qt2 ~u is in ~ and (l: s~ ~t l  and (2: sz ~t2  are in ~., then SlS2;(l(2;e is 
in ~. 
By Lemma 29, ~ ___ .~, so every split monic rewrite is in .~. A straightforward induction 
shows that the composition of two rewrites in ~ is in 2. We prove the stronger 
condition that the lemma is true for all (1, (z in 2. 
The proof is by induction on ](jl~. Let (~; 6; e) be the canonical form of 7, and 
(tj;Oj;ej) that of (j. There are three cases of 01 and 02: 
Case 1:01 = 02 = i. Then e = i and 6 = i so 7; (j = (~; i; ej). Matching canonical 
forms gives el = e2, so (1 = (2 as required. 
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Case 2: Oj = 2~jl. Proceed by cases of  e: 
Case 2.1: e --- u. Then 6 = 2yl and y;~j = (~;2(yl;~jl);ej),  so el =/32 and yl;(al = 
71; ~21. By inductive hypothesis, ~11 = ~21 so ~1 = if2 as required. 
Case 2.2: e --- ~3; t/x; 2(xl/34; es). Then (xll;xle4;~5);~jl is in .~, so equals (x 1 1," ~jzejl,1 . 
gj2) for some ~j2 in ~. Therefore 
7; ~j : (~; •;/33); (~j2; ?~y; 2(Yl/3jl;/3j2); ~j) 
and by inductive hypothesis, ~12 = ~22, ell = e21, e12 = /322 and ex = e2. Therefore 
(X 1 1;xle4; e5); ~11 = (x 1 1;xle4; e5); ~21, and by the inductive hypothesis ~11 = ff21. So 
~1 = ~2 as required. 
Case 3: Oj = ~jl~j2. Then ~ = ulu2 and 6 = 7172 so 
Y;~j = ((~;(])l;ffjl) (~2; ~j2);/~j) 
Therefore 71;~11 = 71;~21, 72;~12 = 72,~22 and el = /32. By inductive hypothesis, 
~n = ~21 and ~12 = ~22, so ~l = ~2 as required. [] 
6. General results 
In this section we take the results we have proved about the 22-calculus and gen- 
eralise: we aim for a theory which can be applied to many different rewrite systems. 
Of course it is dangerous to generalise from one example, and the definitions of  this 
section must be taken as tentative. Nonetheless, the results do clarify the relationships 
between the properties proved in Sections 4 and 5. 
We assume a rewrite system to consist of elements with rewrites acting between 
them. These rewrites are multi-step: in particular, there is a zero-step rewrite on each 
element, and rewrites to and from any element can be composed. This immediately 
leads us to the idea that a rewrite system forms a category, and we take this as the 
basic definition. 
An important example is given by any set of  elements together with a set of one- 
step rewrites between them, i.e. a graph. The categorical rewrite system is then given 
by the path category of the graph: the objects are the elements, and the arrows are 
the sequences of one-step rewrites. This example provides important intuition, even 
when the category is far from this form. In particular, we always interpret he iden- 
tity on an element as a zero-step operation, which is never actually performed, so 
takes no time. Similarly, we always interpret composition in the category as a con- 
catenation of  rewrite sequences, even when the result is shorter than the sum of the 
parts. 
The example which forms the subject of this paper we will call "the category 2-2". 
Its objects are the terms (in context) of  the 22-calculus, and its arrows are equivalence 
classes of rewrites, under the equivalence defined by the theory 2-2. Identities are as 
expected, and composition is ";". 
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This leads to a subtle form of conditional rewriting, the full implications of which 
have not been explored. For example, the q-expansion 
qtu: tu --~ 2(tl l)u 
can be followed by the fl-reduction 
fl(t'l),u: 2(t 11)u ---* tu 
and the composition is the zero-step-rewrite. This reduction path cannot therefore be 
followed by any legitimate strategy, as the resulting composition is supposed to take 
no time to execute. We must discard the idea of an abstract machine which "picks a 
rewrite at random" to execute, and continues until there are none left. 
A full understanding of these points requires a formal definition of a "legitimate 
strategy" for an abstract machine. There is no space to develop this here; indeed 
the author must confess to having no completely satisfactory definition. Nonetheless, 
this approach is related to Jay and Ghani's idea of "cutting loops" [13], and is more 
algebraic than Di Cosmo and Kesner's "simulated expansions" [7]. We hope the reader 
finds it stimulating. 
In the following development, one property recurs in almost every proof: the mel- 
lifluence of Section 5.3. Since it is needed so often, and its significance to rewriting is 
unclear, we assume it as an axiom of rewrite systems. 
Definition. A category is mellifluent if the following holds for all arrows f ,g  and h: 
• If  f :  x --* y and g,h: y --~z are such that f ;g  = f ;h  then there exists k: z ~ w 
such that g; k = h; k. 
We proved the mellifluence of the category 2-2 in Proposition 26. The path category 
on any graph is clearly mellifluent, since the hypothesis of the axiom only holds when 
g=h.  
An intuitive understanding of mellifluence is not easy. It is something like "If  the 
difference between g and h is invisible from x, then it does not matter in the long 
ran". The author discovered this property when trying to prove the results of this 
section. 
If  the only rewrite from an element is the identity, that element is clearly in normal 
form. Furthermore, if every rewrite from an element is a prefix of the identity, the 
informal arguments about legitimate strategies imply that this, too, is a normal form. 
We take this as the definition. 
Definition. 
• An object x of a rewriting category is normal if every arrow f :  x ~ y is split 
monic, i.e. there exists/7: Y ---* x such that f ;  g --- lx. 
• An object y is weakly normalising if there exists f :  y --~ x for some normal x. In 
this case we call x a normal form of y. 
• A rewriting category is weakly normalisin# if every object is weakly normalising. 
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Corollary 31 states that the normal forms of the category 2-2 are precisely the long- 
flr/-normal forms. Since every term of the simply typed 2-calculus has a long-flr/-normal 
form, the category 2-2 is weakly normalising. 
In the path category of a graph, an object is normal iff there are no edges from that 
object in the original graph. An object is weakly normalising iff there is a path to a 
normal object. 
Lemma 33. (1) Any arrow between ormal objects is an isomorphism. 
(2) I f  f :  x ~ y then any normal form o f  y is a normal form o f  x. 
(3) Let x be a normal object in a mellifluent category, and f :  x ~ y. Then the 
map g: y --~ x satisfying f ;  g = Ix is unique. 
Proof. (1) Let x and y be normal objects, and f :  x --o y. Then because x is normal, 
there exists g: y --~ x such that f ;  g = Ix. Similarly, because y is normal, there exists 
h: x ~ y such that g;h = ly. Now, f = f ; (g ;h )  = ( f ;g ) ;h  = h, so it is iso. 
(2) If  g: y ~ z with z normal then f ;  g: x --~ z. 
(3) Let gl,g2: Y --~ x both satisfy f ;g j  = Ix. Then by mellifluence, there ex- 
ists h: x --o z such that gl;h = g2;h. But h must be monic because x is normal, 
SO gl = g2. [] 
Perhaps the most obvious definition of confluence is the diamond property: that any 
span has a cospan. However, this definition completely ignores the equalities between 
rewrites, and relies instead on equality between objects. We reject this definition as 
"uncategorical" and regard diamonds which do not commute as "fortuitous". The com- 
muting diamond property has a much better theory: 
Definition. 
• An object x of a rewriting category is confluent if for all pairs f l :  x --+ yl and 
f2: x --o Y2 there exist z, gl: yl ---* z and g2:y2 --~ z such that f l ;g l  --- f2;g2. 
• A rewriting category is confluent if every object is confluent. 
Proposition 21 states that the category 2-2 is confluent. The path category of a graph 
is confluent iff there is at most one edge from each node in the graph. This means that 
in many cases the path category is not the right category to study: equations between 
paths must be imposed which render the completions of critical pairs commuting. 
Note that confluence and mellifluence are precisely the conditions for a calculus 
of fractions [8]. This means that we can calculate the free groupoid on a confluent 
rewriting category in a particularly simple way. This groupoid can be interpreted as 
the equational theory generated by the rewrite system. 
Lemma 34. Let x be an object in a mellifluent category. Then: 
1. I f  x is confluent and f :  x --* y then y is confluent. 
2. I f  x is normal then x is confluent. 
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3. l f  x is confluent and f :  x---~ y then any normal form of  x is a normal form of  y. 
4. I f  x is confluent then all its normal forms are isomorphic. 
Proof. (1) Let gl: y ---+ Zl and g2: y ~ z2. Then f ;91:  x ~ Zl and f ;g2:  x --+ z2 so by 
confluence o fx  there exist hi: Zl --* w and h2:z2 ~ w such that f ;g l ;h l  = f;g2;h2. 
Now by mellifluence there exists k: w ~ v such that gl ;h l ;k  = 92;hz;k so two arrows 
which complete the commuting diamond are hi; k and h2;k. 
(2) Let f1: x ~ yl and fe: x ~ y2. Since x is normal there exist 91: yl --~ x and 
92:y2 ~ x such that f l ;9~ = lx = f2;92. But this shows that x is confluent. 
(3) Let g: x -~ z where z is normal. Since x is confluent here exist hi: y ~ w and 
h2: z--~ w such that f ;h l  = g;hz. But z is normal, so there exists k: w--~ z such that 
h2;k = lz. Now h i ;k :y  ~ z (and f ;h~;k  = g). 
(4) By part (3), i f  x has two normal forms, then there is an arrow between them. 
But by Lemma 33, this arrow is iso. [] 
Strong normalisation is the property that every rewrite sequence from an element is 
finite. This is clearly false in any category, as there are always infinite sequences of  
identities. Nonetheless, we can capture the idea that an co-sequence is a sequence of  
prefixes of  a fixed (finite) rewrite, by saying that there is a cocone over the corres- 
ponding co-chain. 
In order to develop a good theory, we strengthen this idea in two ways. Firstly 
we generalise co-chains to filtered diagrams; secondly we demand that the cocone is 
separating. The first allows us to find a cocone not just over a particular co-chain, 
but over a class of  equivalent chains. The second is a technical condition, but can be 
thought of as choosing a cocone at whose vertex there are no sudden ambiguities. 
Definition. 
• Let D be a diagram in a category. We call a cocone /~: D --+ x over D separating 
i f  for any other cocone v: D ~ y there is at most one arrow f :  x ---* y such that 
/~;f = v. 
• An object x of a rewriting category is strongly normalising i f  every filtered diagram 
containing x has a separating cocone. 
• A rewriting category is strongly normalisin9 i f  every object is strongly normalising. 
Note that i f  we replace "at most one" with "exactly one" in the definition of  separat- 
ing cocone, it becomes the definition of  colimiting cocone. The category 2-2, however, 
does not have filtered colimits. 
In the path category of  a graph, an object is strongly normalising iff there is no infi- 
nite sequence of  edges from the node. The following lemma, together with Lemma 32, 
shows that the category 2-2 is strongly normalising: 
Lemma 35. Let x be an object of  a mellifluent category. 
1. I f  x is confluent and weakly normalising, then any fi ltered diagram containing 
it has a cocone whose apex is normal. 
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2. I f  whenever f :  x ~ y, gl,g2: y --~ z are such that f ;g l  = f ;g2  then 91 = g2, 
then any cocone over a diagram containing x with vertex y is separating. 
Proof.  (1) Let D be a filtered diagram containing x, and e: x ~ v for v normal. Define 
/~: D ~ v as follows: 
• For each object y E D there exist zy, fy :  y --* zy and gy: x ---* Zy in D (since D is 
filtered). By Lemma 34, there exists hy: Zy ---+ v s.t .  gy; hy --- e. Then 
#y = 9[ y'~ hy: y ---+ v 
• For each arrow k: y --* yr in D there exist w, l: Zy --* w, Y: Zy, ~ w s.t. 9y; l = gy'; l~ 
and fy ;  l = k; fy,;  Y, since D is filtered. Then there exists m: w ~ v s.t. gy; l ;m = e, 
and by mellifluence, hy = I; m and hy, = lt; m. Now 
k; #y, = k;fy,;  hy, = k;fy,;  I'; m = fy; l ;  m = fy;hy = Ity 
so # is a cocone. 
(2) Straightforward. [] 
Lemma 36. Let x be an object in a mellifluent category. Then: 
1. I f  x is strongly normalising and f :  x ~ y then y is strongly normalising. 
2. I f  x is normal then x is strongly normalising. 
Proof. (1) Let D be a filtered diagram containing y. Then there is a diagram D ~ formed 
by adjoining one new object x and one new arrow f :  x --* y to D. D' is filtered and 
contains x, so has a separating cocone, but a separating cocone over D ~ restricts to one 
over D. 
(2) Immediate from Lemma 35. [] 
Finally, we show that strong normalisation implies weak normalisation. This result 
always depends on the axiom of  choice, to choose a path to a normal form. Here we 
use the equivalent Zom's  lemma: that if every chain in a poset is bounded, the poset 
has a maximal element. 
Proposition 37. I f  x is a strongly normalising object in a mellifluent category C, then 
it is weakly normalisin 9, i.e. it has a normal form. 
Proof. Let ~< be the partial order on arrows f :x  --* y induced by (x+C)  : so [ f ]  ~ [ f ' ]  
iff there exists g: Y ~ Y~ such that f ;  g --- f ' .  We will prove that every chain in this 
poset has an upper bound. 
Let [f j]  ~ [f j+l]  be such a chain, and choose 9j: f j  --~ fj+l in (x ;C) .  The resulting 
diagram in C is linear, so filtered, so has a separating cocone. The image of  this cocone 
in the partial order is an upper bound for the chain. 
So every chain is bounded and we can apply Zom's  lemma to find a maximal element 
[h], where h: x ~ z. Now consider the full subcategory of (x + C) of arrows in the 
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equivalence class [h]. This category is filtered because of mellifluence and maximality, 
so its image in C has a separating cocone p: [h] ~ v. We will show that v is normal. 
Let f = h;/~h: x :=> v. Now if g: v =~ u then by maximality f ;  g E [h] so there 
exists g': u ~ v s.t. f ;  g; g' = f ,  and by separation, g; g' = 1. [] 
The combination of Lemma 34 and Proposition 37 means that if x is confluent and 
strongly normalising then it has a normal form, unique up to isomorphism. However, 
the proof is unnecessarily complicated and nonconstructive, using the axiom of choice. 
The next result gives a simple construction of the normal form in the confluent case. 
Lemma 38. Let x be an object in a mellifluent category C, and let P: (x ~ C) ~ C 
be the usual projection functor. Then: 
1. x is confluent iff (x + C) is fi ltered 
2. I f  #: P ---* y is separating then y is normal. 
Proof. (1) The two conditions for filteredness of the slice category are precisely mel- 
lifluence and confuence of x. 
(2) The map Pig: x ~ y is an object of (x~C) ,  so kt~: y --~ y, and by separation 
Pm= ly. I f  f :  y ~ z, then #1; f :  x --~ z is an object of (x.[ C), so #u~;f: z ~ y. Then 
f ;  ~ll.q; f = ~,l,ul = 1. [] 
We have proved all the expected relationships between confluence, weak and strong 
normalisation, and even found a simple condition (Lemma 35) for confluence + weak 
normalisation to imply strong normalisation. We now give an example to show that 
some such condition is necessary. 
Let C be the category with three objects x, y and z, and eight nonidentity arrows: 
with composition defined by 
C 
x z, ~/ 
z 
f ; f  =f  f ;g=g f ;h=h 
g; kl = g g; k2 = g g;m = h 
h; ll = g h;12 = g 
kl;kl =k l  kl;k2 =k2 k l ;m=m 
k2;kl =kl  kz;k2 =k2 k2;m=m 
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l l ; k l  = ll l l ;k2 = 12 l l ;m = lz 
12;kl = ll 12;k2 = 12 12;m = lz 
m; ll = kl m;12 = k2 
Then C is a mellifluent, confluent category and z is normal, but x is not strongly 
normalising because none of the three cocones over 
f f f 
X >X ~X ~ . - '  
is separating. 
7. Conclusions 
This treatment of the 2-calculus hows that rewriting can have a well-behaved proof 
theory. The analogy of terms as propositions and rewrites as proofs has led to an 
interesting equational theory on rewrites with a lot of the feel of proof theory. Sequen- 
tial composition acts like cut, and the triangle laws make q-expansion a sort of right 
rule, with r-reduction the corresponding left rule. This theory has a "cut-elimination" 
theorem which is associative and deterministic, and a categorical semantics which char- 
acterises ),-abstraction by an adjointness property. The author finds it hard to conceive 
of a neater state of affairs. 
The application of these ideas to more general rewrite theory is perhaps less imme- 
diately convincing. In order to produce a good theory, we have defined normal forms 
which can be rewritten, confluence which puts a strong condition on the rewrites, strong 
normalisation which allows infinite reduction paths, and the condition "mellifluence" 
which has no obvious interpretation i  terms of rewriting. Nonetheless, the author feels 
that these definitions have some justification if we understand the equations on rewrites 
as conditions on legitimate strategies. Only further work will decide this point. 
The potential applications of this new theory are many. The 22-calculus would gen- 
eralise straightforwardly to more complex type theories such as "system F" [9] and 
the "calculus of constructions" [3]; indeed, since the proofs in this paper do not really 
depend on the types, we can expect he same results to hold. Many other types have 
"q-expansion" rules: unit types, surjective pairing, strong sums, recursive datatypes and 
so on. The problems here are not very different from ~/-expansion i the 2-calculus, 
and this approach is clearly worth trying. 
In fact the generality of the definitions invites their application to much more varied 
examples. Since normal forms are defined "up to isomorphism" we can normalise a 
commutative binary operation • by making x • y isomorphic to y • x. The definition 
of "strong normalisation" allows the possibility of infinite normal forms, which can be 
used to study streams and lazy datatypes. There are many other examples where some 
restriction on the rewrite strategy is essential. This is a fertile field for further work. 
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Appendix. The proof of  Proposition 12 
If F ~- YI: tl ~ t2: X,, F F- 72:t2 => t3: X and F ~- 73:t3 ~ t4: X are in if, then 
(72 t 72) t ~ : 71 t (~2 t 73). 
The proof is by induction on lY31~. There are a total o f  eight well-formed cases 
of  71,72, 73, with up to four subcases each. Fortunately, six of the main cases are 
straightforward, and can be left to the reader. The two remaining cases are as follows: 
Case 1:71 = ~l ;711712; t21122,  72 --- t21122;721722;t31t32 and 73 = 0~3832"~flt33,t32;731. 
There are several subcases, corresponding to the different cases in the definition of  t: 
Case l. 1 : 721t~3; 2J(t33); 2/33 = 0~4; 274, 2t33 and 711 t~4; 2J(t23);  )~t23 ~-~ 0~5; 275; ~.t23. 
Then 
SO 
(Yl 1 J" 721 ) t ~3 ; 2J(t33 ); 2t33 = 711 t 0~4; 274; 2t33 
= ~5; 275; 2t23 ~ 2t23; 274; 2t33 
= a5;2(75 t 74); 2t33 
(71 J" 72) t 73 = 0[1;; 0~5t12; fltl3,tl2 ;(75 t ~4)[~212 ]" 722] t ~31 
= (0q; ; 0~5t12; flt,3,t,:; 751712] J" 74[722]) ~ 731 
~71 J'(72 t~'3) 
Case 1.2:721 t a3;2J(t33);2t33 = a4;274;2t33, 711 t oq;2J(t23);2t23 = 75;qt5; 
2(t 1/351 ; e52 ) and t~ 1; J ( t5 l )( 1; 1; e51 ); e52 t 7a = t511; y61(l; 1;/361 );/362. Then 
(~;11 t 721 ) J" ~3; 2~(t33); 2t33 ~--- 711 ~ Gt4, 2~)4; 2t33 
= 75; r/t~; 2(t~e51;/352) "~ 2t23; 274; 2t33 
= 75 J~ 76; /~/6; 2(tl/361' /362) 
SO 
(~)1 t 72) ~73-~0~1;(]15 t 76) (712 ~))22;;e61[t32]);E62[/32] t 731 
----- ~1; 75712; tst22 t (t~ 1; yl(1; 1;/361 ); 1362)[722] J" 731 
~l; 75712; t5t22 af (t~ 1, ~ff(t~ )(1; l;/351 );/~52 t 74)[])22] t 731 
= 0~1 ; 75 (712 ; ;/351 [t22]); eSZ [tz2] j~ 74 [722] t 731 
= 71 t (72 t ~3) 
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Case 1.3:];21 t ~3,2J(t33),2t33 = Ot4;23)4;2t33, ];11 J" Ot4;2,ff(t23);2t23 = YS;~/ts; 
2(t~851; 852), t 11; J ( t~)(1;  1;851);852 t ];4 = ~t~l; flt~,l; ];6 and Ys t ~6; 2T6, 2t33 = 0~7, ~,3)7; 
2t33. Then 
(3)11 ~ Y21 ) J 0~3; 2J ( t33);  2t33 ---- 3)11 J- oq; 2];4; 2t33 
= 2;5; r/is; 2(t~ssl; 852) t 2t23; 23)4; 2t33 
= 3)5 "~ 0~6; 23)6; 2t33 
= ~7; 23)7; 2t33 
SO 
(];1 "~ ];2) ~ 3)3 ~-~ 1; ;~Tt12;flt13,t,2;];713)12 Jf 3)22] "~ ];31 
= 0q;(0~7;2];7;2t33) (];12 t ];22);2t33t32 
~(2t13t12; flt~3,t~2; J (t13[tt2])) ~ 3)31 
= 0q; (3)5 "~ 0~6; 2];6; 2t33) (3)12 ~ 3)22); 2t33t32 
J'(2t13t12; flt,3,t12; J(t13[t12])) ~ Y31 
= cq; ];5];12; tst22 J" 0~6t22; flt6,t22; ] 6[3)22] "~ 3)31 
= 0~1 ; ];5];12; tst22 t t5t22; J ( t5  ) (o¢(t22); ; gS1 [t22]); g52[t22] 
"I];413)22] "~ 3)31 
= Oq; ];5(];12; ; 851[t22]); 852[t22] J" 3)4[3)22] J" ];31 
=];1 t (3)2 t ];3) 
Case 1.4:];21 ~ o~3;2J(t33);2t33 = o~4;2y4;2t33, 3)11 ~ oq;2J(t23);2t23 = 3)5;r/ts; 
2(t1851;852), t~ 1; J ( t~  )(1; 1; 851 ); 852 * ];4 = a l l ;  flt6,l; 3)6 and ];s ¢ ~6; 2];6; 2t33 = 3)7; r/r7; 
2(tJ871; 872). Then 
(3)11 ~ 3)21 ) ~ ~3; 2J(t33 ); 2t33 = 3)11 ~ oq; 23)4; 2t33 
= ];5; r/t5 ; 2(t~ 851; 852) ~ 2t23 ; 23)4; 2t33 
= 3)5 ~ 0~6; 23)6; 2t33 
= ];7; tltT; 2(t7/g71 ; 872) 
SO 
(];1 J" ];2) J" 3)3 = 0~1; ];7(];12 "~ ];22;; g71 [t32]); g72[t32] ~( 3)31 
0q ; (3)7 ; r/t7 ; 2(t71 g71 ; g72 ) (];12 J" ];22); 2/33 t32 
J'(2t13t12; flt.,t~2; J(tl3[tl2])) J" Y31 
~- 0q; (3)5 "~ 0~6, 23)6, 2/33) (];12 "~ 3)22); 2t33t32 
t(2t13t12; flt,3,t~2; J ( t |3[ t l2] ) )  ~ 3)31 
= ~1; 3)53)12; tst22 ~ 0~6822; flt6,t22; 3)6[3)22] "~ 3)31 
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= ~1; 757~2; tst22 t tst22; J (tD(J(t22); ;/351[t22]);/352[t22] 
"I 741722] "~ 731 
= ~1; 75(712;;/351 [t22]);/352[t22] "~ 74[722] t 73l 
= 7, t (72 t 73) 
Case 1.5: 72! t ~3; 2J(t33); 2t33 = 74; r/t4; 2(t41e41;/342). Then 
(711 t 721 ) J" ~3; A'ff(t33); ),t33 = 711 ]" 74; ~t4; '~(tl/341;/342) 
(71 ~ 72) t 73 = ~l; (711 ~" 74)(712 J" 722;;/341[/32]);/342[t32] ~" 731 
= 7, t (72 t 73) 
This completes the first main case. 
Case 2:71 = 711; r/t,, ; 2(t~1/3,1; ~12), 72 = 2t21; 272,; ~.t31 and 73 = 2t3,; 2731;/33. Again 
t~11;74(1; 1;/341),/342 and t411;J(t~) 
there are several subcases: 
Case 2.1: t~, l ; J ( t~,) (1;  1; /3H ); /3,2 t 721 = 
(1; 1;/341);/342 "~ 731 =t~ 1;75(1; 1;/351);/352. Then 
SO 
t~l 1; J (t~l )(1; 1; e,1 );/3,2 t (Y2, t 731) = t~ 1; 74(1; 1;/341 );/342 ~ 731 
= t~11; 74J(1) ;  d 1 t dl; 75(1; 1;/351);/352 
= t~l 1; (74 ~" 75)(1; 1;/351 ),/352 
~1 t (72 t ~3) = 711 t (74 1" 75); ?~ts; 2(t~/351;/352) 
= (71 t 72) t 73 
Case 2.2 : t~ l l ; J ( t~ l ) (1 ;  1; /311); /3~2 t721 = t~11;74(1; 1;/341),/342, /411; J(t41)(l; l;g41); 
/342 t 73l = ~51; fits.l; 75 and 74 t ~5; 2J/(ts); "~t5 = ~6; '~76; 2t5. Then 
t~l 1; J ( t~l)(1;  1;/311 );/312 t (721 t T31) = t~l 1; 74(1; 1;/341 );/342 t 731 
= t~l l; 74 J  (1); t~ l t ~51; flt~,1;75 
= ~61; fit6,1; 76 J" 75 
SO 
71 t (72 t ]93) = 711 ]" ~6; ~(76 "J" 75);/33 
= ~11 t 74 t ~5; 2~5; e3 
= (~1 t 72) t ~3 
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Case 2.3 : t~ l l ; J ( t~ l ) (1 ;  1;/311);/312 "~ 721 = t~11;74(1; 1;/341);/342, dl;oC(d)(1; I /341); 
e42 ~" 731 = 551; fits,l; 75, 741-55; ).o¢(ts); )-t5 = 76; r/t6 ; ).(t61/361 ;/362) and t~l; y6 (1; 1;/361 ); e62~ 
75 = t~ll;y7(1; 1;e71);e72. Then 
t~ll; J ( t~l)(1;  1;/311);/312 ~(721 ~ 731) = t~l 1;74(1; 1; ~41);/342 ~731 
= t~l 1; 74o¢(1); tl 1 J" 551; fits,l; 75 
= t~l; 76(1; 1;/361 );/362 J" 75 
= t~11;77(1; 1; g71); g72 
so 
71 J" (72 J" 73) = 711 J" 77; t~t7; ~(/1/371;g72);;/33 
=Vll t ~¢(t.); ne,,;.~(th 1; th l) 
~,~(t~l 1); ~,(t~l ; 76(1; 1;/361 ); g62 ~" 75);/33 
= 711 ]" 76; qt6; )~(tle61; £62) J" 2t5; 275;/33 
= 711 J" 74 J" 55; 275;/33 
= (71 ~ 72) ~ 73 
Case 2.4: t~ l l ; J ( t~ l ) ( l ;  I;/311);/312 ~ 721 = t~11;74(1; 1;/341);/342, t41 ; J(t41)(1; 1;e41); 
1342 j" 731 = 551; fits,l; 75, 74 J 55; 2 J ( ts ) ;  ,;tt5 = 76; r/t6; 2(t61t;61;/362) and t~l; 76(1; 1;/361 ); 862~ 
75 = 571; fltT,1 ; 77. Then 
t~l 1; o¢(t~1)(1; 1;/311);/312 J (721 ] 731) = t~11;74(1; 1;/341);/342 ] 731 
= t ] l l ;74 J (1) ;  t41  ~ 551; flt5,1; 75 
-~- t~l; 76(1; 1;/361);/362 J- 75 
= 571; fltT,1 ; 77 
so  
71 J" (72 J" 73) = 711% 0(7; 277;/33 
-----711 ~ J ( t la ) ;q t . ;2 ( t~l l ; t l l l )  
t 2(t~l 1); 2(t~l ; 76(1 ; 1 ;/361 );/362 t 75);/33 
~- 711 "1" 76; r/t6; 2(t~/361;/362 ) "~ 2t5; 275;/33 
= 711 "~ 74 ~ 55; ~-75;/33 
= (71 "~ 72) "~ 73 
Case 2.5: t~ll; J ( t~l)(1;  1;811);/312 ]" 721 = 541; fl~,1; 74. Then 
t~l 1; J ( t~l)(1;  1;/311);/312 ~(721 ] 731) = 541; f14,1; 74 ] 731 
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SO 
~1 t (~2 J~3)=~) l l  J'64;"~(~4 "~ ~)31);/~3 
This completes the proof. [] 
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